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Dear Friends,
It is with pleasure that we are sending this Newsletter that
was prepared by our new “Media” director, Nicos Karanikis,
whom I thank for his great work and his dedication to FIAP.
This publication has as its main objective to present “news
flash” regarding events that can interest our large family. It’s
an additional means of communication that we would like to
juxtapose to the other existing ones, in order to spread the
knowledge of our multiple initiatives.
In this period, there are several channels of communication
that we would like to push with your precious contribution,
from this newsletter, to our website, institutional Facebook
page and the page dedicated to the Liaison Officer and finally
our online magazine FIAP News, which, after the success of
the issue # 0 has not had yet the opportunity to publish the
much awaited issue # 1.

News from
Indonesia
2015
News from Turkey
2015
Photo Meeting in
Cuba 2015
“Dia Sotto le Stelle
2015” - 24rd edition
1st Inter. Exhibition
for Female
Photographers

The organizational effort required for all of this is very important but it cannot be sustained
only by the CD members or by some Directors of Service, we need your collaboration as I had
the occasion to let you know, and in particular, we are in need of articles in English,
accompanied by photos with their authors’ copyright.
All of you can contribute in sending articles to our Media Director, Nicos Karanikis, who will
use them for brief flashes anticipating the publication of the newsletter, while the entire
version together with the portfolios will constitute FIAP News.
Dear friends, let us know what is happening in your federations and clubs. Always be more of
an actor in our great federation, rather than just a spectator.
Good light to all!
Riccardo Busi, FIAP President
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News from various member-countries
Photographic Society of Oman
2014

Two prestigious events were organised by the PSO in 2014, both under FIAP Auspices!
Here are posters, articles and relevant photos for both events:
1. Oman through the eyes of the ambassadors’ exhibition
The opening of the exhibition “Oman Through the Eyes of Ambassadors” was organised under
the auspices of H.E. Ambassador Dr. Mohammed bin Awad Alhassan, Chief of Ministers’
Office, Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
Seven countries participated with 44 photographs by relevant ambassadors and diplomatic
staff of various embassies in the Sultanate of Oman. The exhibition’s message was to stress
the importance of photos in conveying the message of peace through the beauty of the
places. The project provided an opportunity for ambassadors and the diplomatic staff to show
their creative photography skills and talents and to promote tourism in the beautiful Oman.
The photos showed diverse landscapes of Oman as well as some documented scenes of
modern renaissance in Oman.
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1. Opening of FIAP Exhibition Centre in the Middle East
The Centre was officially opened at the Photographic Society of Oman’s building, under the
auspices of HE Dr Abdulmonem Al Hasani, Minister of Information and in the presence of Mr
Riccardo Busi, President of the International Federation of Photographic Art (FIAP).
The FIAP Exhibition Centre in Oman was officially selected by the Sultanate of Oman in the
centre of the region.
Mr Busi expressed his happiness for his presence at the opening of the Centre, which is the
first of its kind in the region and third in the world! He highlighted the importance of having
an approved centre and its important role as a cornerstone for further opportunities and
progress for Omani photographers by giving them the opportunity to contact and
communicate through the various activities to be carried out by the Centre: exhibitions,
workshops and forums. Mr Busi praised the Omani photographers and their constant
presence in all FIAP Conferences and other events.
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At the side of the celebration was the opening of Middle East FIAP photographers, which
inaugurated the centre. The exhibition comprised photos by 37 photographers from
6 countries of the Middle East holders of FIAP Distinctions and Badges. Participants were
honoured, during the exhibition, with the award of distinctions and badges. The PSO
also celebrated the recent achievements of two Photography World Cups in Youth Print
Biennial 2014 received by the Omani youth.
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Cyprus Photographic Society
May 2015

In my new capacity as Director of FIAP Media Relations Service I am pleased to give news
from Cyprus.
Ioannis Lykouris, MFIAP, HonEFIAP, General Secretary of FIAP, visited Cyprus in May as the
guest of the Cyprus Photographic Society and participated in the Jury, together with Valerio
Perini, EFIAP, HonFICS, for the very successful Cyprus International Digital Photo Competition
2015 (www.cps-cidpc.com).
Although Ioannis had to move within a very tight programme he gave two very interesting
and informative presentations about FIAP and the Distinctions offered and about the highest
distinction, MFIAP. His portfolio that enabled him to win this honourable and most prestigious
distinction was very rightly admired by all, especially the prospective candidates. The first
presentation was given for the CPS members and the other for the members of the Turkish
Cypriot ILFIAP Club KIFSAD.
A very positive result was the fact that Ioannis Lykouris’ visit was extensively covered in the
local press and through Facebook. Photos down below.
Having in mind this very successful event, I would advise all FIAP Liaison Officers to contact
the Directory Board of FIAP, through the General Secretary, to discuss the possibility of
hosting presentations on various topics, like courses, training for judging etc. in their
countries. FIAP will soon circulate a catalogue of presentation topics which will serve as
shopping list.
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Ioannis Lykouris presentation at Nicosia Municipalities Cultural Centre
on MFIAP requirements

Ioannis’ submission for his MFIAP Distinction

Constantinos Charalambous, AFIAP, ESFIAP,
CPS members at Ioannis’ presentation
presentationoffering Ioannis Lykouris, MFIAP,
HonEFIAP, FIAP Secretary General, the CPS Medal

Ioannis Lykouris, offering a plague to Nicos Karanikis, HonEFIAP
for his long service as FLO. Now Director, FIAP Media Relations Service
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Ioannis’ interview in ‘Phileleftheros’
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Ioannis Lykouris’ presentation at KIFSAD, the Turkish Cypriot ILFIAP Club,
Nicosia on MFIAP requirements
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Media coverage
‘Haber’
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Photographic Alliance of Great Britain (PAGB)

The 26th FIAP Colour Print Biennial
Over the last weekend in June 2015, the Photographic Alliance of Great Britain (PAGB)
organised the judging of the 26th FIAP Colour Print Biennial competition at Smethwick
Photographic Society’s club rooms, near Birmingham. The event was co-hosted by the
Scottish Photographic Federation (SPF) and the Welsh Photographic Federation (WPF).
Many may not understand how a FIAP Biennial works. In the case of a Colour Print Biennial,
each Operational Member (country) is allowed to enter a set of 10 prints, with only one print
from any one author. That set of prints must have a common theme and visual presentation,
which FIAP call ‘Coherence’.
A total of 26 countries entered and there were three judges, one from the FIAP Directory
Board, Herbert Gmeiner EFIAP Hon.EFIAP; one from England, Bob Moore HonFRPS AFIAP
MPAGB HonPAGB, and one from Scotland, Rod Wheelans FRPS MFIAP MPAGB HonPAGB. The
judging is done in two parts, the first being to score each individual print, ordered in a similar
way to an international. Each Judge could score between 1 and 5. At the end of this round the
scores are added up, but most importantly they are not announced to anyone. It was
noticeable that whilst the judges were generous in their marking they did use the full marking
range with scores ranging from a minimum 3 to a maximum 15.
The Prints were then re-sorted into their ‘country’ sets and displayed on the walls around the
building together with the title of their coherence theme, but not the name of the country.
The Jury then went round and awarded points for ‘Coherence’, each member having up to 20
points to award for each country’s entry. Again they chose to use the full range of marks
available.
At the end of the first round Ireland were in front with 128 marks, with Great Britain 2nd on
122 and Argentina 3rd on 121. When the coherence marks were added, 59 for Great Britain
and 60 for Argentina, we had achieved a tie for first place with 181 a piece.
Almost a
coincidence, but whilst Great Britain’s theme was “People in their Environment”, Argentina’s
was “Older Men in their Environment”.
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After some deliberation the judges came down in favour of Argentina and declared them the
winners. That means that Argentina were the winners of the FIAP World Cup, leaving Great
Britain with the FIAP Gold Medal for 2nd place.
Ireland with the theme “People Creatively” gained 3rd place (FIAP Silver Medal) with 170
points overall, just pipping Scotland “Winter landscapes” (FIAP Bronze Medal) by one point.
Six other Countries (Italy, Oman, Vietnam, Serbia, Spain & Norway), received Honorary
Mentions for finishing in the remaining top ten places.
The Judges then turned their attention to the individual entries and awarded the FIAP Gold
medal for the best individual photograph to Gabriel O’Shaughnessy (Ireland), and two FIAP
Silver medals, one each to Gabriel Neme (Argentina) and Dave Tucker (Great Britain). The
three FIAP Bronze Medals went to Brendon Tumilty (Ireland), Henry Rajakaruna ((Sri Lanka)
and Muhannad Al Badawi (Oman).
The three Judges then had the chance each to make one individual award of their own choice;
awarding Gold Medals provided one each by the three host nations. Herbert Gmeiner gave his
to Ross McKelvey (Ireland), Bob Moore gave his to Krasimir Matarov (Bulgaria) and Rod
Wheelans his to Harsha Maduranga Jaysekara (Sri Lanka). There were also Honorary
Mentions for Jean-Jaques Grethen (Luxembourg), Hamed Al Ghanboosi (Oman), Gavin
Forrest (Scotland) and to David Edwards and Alan Jenkinson (both from Wales).
Any photograph gaining 7 or more points in the first stage (individual judging) was accepted
into the ensuing Exhibition, and this meant we had a total of 220 prints to show in the
forthcoming Exhibitions to be held in England, Wales and Scotland.
The first Exhibition was to be held at Smethwick’s club rooms with its opening on Saturday 5th
September 2015 being accompanied by the Grand Opening and Presentation of Prizes by the
President of FIAP, Riccardo Busi MFIAP EFIAP/g Hon.EFIAP, who honoured us with his
presence.
Riccardo had spent the previous two days as one of the Selectors for the Northern Counties
International Salon and, with my wife Sheila and myself, had travelled the 350km from
Newcastle to Smethwick the night before. After breakfast at the hotel we drove the short
distance to Smethwick’s club rooms.
What a splendid sight greeted us as we walked into the building that morning. All 220 prints
were mounted in glass fronted frames and displayed in their country groupings around the
club rooms. Catalogues were also available for those attending and many spent a very
pleasant time either walking round the room admiring the prints or sat with a cup of coffee
enjoying the catalogue, to the sound of the FIAP anthem in the background. By the time the
official opening ceremony was due to take place there were over 70 people in the building,
with many having travelled from Ireland, Scotland and Wales, as well as from all parts of
Great Britain.
The Official Opening took place in the main hall, with all the prizes and medals on display, the
centre of attention being the beautiful FIAP World Cup donated by PAGB. It was a superb
piece of engraved lead crystal in a modern design. Proceedings started with Roy Thomas
APAGB Hon.WPF, the President of PAGB, welcoming all those present and introducing the
various dignitaries present. This was followed by a speech by Riccardo Busi and as President
of FIAP he then declared the exhibition open.
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The event then moved on to the presentation of prizes. Despite strenuous efforts, there was
no one present from Argentina to receive the FIAP World Cup on their behalf, but many of the
recipients were present. Riccardo was kept busy with presenting a succession of trophies,
medals and certificates to those, not only from Great Britain including Scotland and Wales,
but also to a large contingent who had made their way across from Ireland for the event.
At the end of the presentations thanks were given to all those who had contributed to the
success of the event. Whilst the organising committee had been chaired by myself, there
were very many people both on the committee and others who were not, who had given
freely of their time and effort to create such a wonderful spectacle. Special mention and
thanks must of course go to Smethwick PS for their generosity in permitting PAGB to use
their premises for both the Judgement and the Exhibition itself.
This was followed by a sumptuous buffet meal prepared by members of Smethwick and a
number of other ladies from the PAGB. This provided a wonderful opportunity for those
present to socialise. Many new friendship and acquaintances were created, as well as many
old ones being renewed. We were especially pleased that Ian Platt FRPS MFIAP Hon.EFIAP
Hon.PAGB was able to attend. Ian, who was of course my predecessor as FIAP Liaison Officer
for PAGB having held the post with distinction for over a quarter of a century, was greeted by
Riccardo almost as a long lost friend.
Riccardo was also able to meet and thank not only all those who helped make the event
happen but also to make contact with many people of value FIAP. So impressed was
Riccardo by the exhibition and the facilities that had been provided by Smethwick PS that he
sat down there and then and persuaded the club to offer its premises as a FIAP Exhibition
Centre.
The Exhibition remained open at Smethwick for much of September, before moving to Wales
for October and then to Scotland in November, after which all the entries were returned to
the entrant countries in December.
PAGB would like finally to thank FIAP for the opportunity to organise the 26th FIAP Colour
Print Biennial and also Riccardo for honouring us with his presence and contributing so much
to the success of the day.
Dave Coates ARPS ESFIAP EFIAP/p APSA EPSA MPAGB APAGB
FIAP Liaison Officer (PAGB)
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Jury of the 26th Colour Print Biennia. Left to Right: Rod Wheelans - Herbert Gmeiner –
Bob Moore

Gold Medal - Ibbs by Gabriel Oshaughnessy
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Silver Medal - Tea Break by Dave Tucker

Silver Medal - Horacio by Gabriel Neme
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FIAP World Cup

Riccardo Busi with the FIAP World Cup
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From left to right: Dave Coates (FIAP Liaison Officer (PAGB) – Riccardo Busi
(FIAP President - Roy Thomas (PAGB President) with World Cup

Gold Medal Presentation to Great Britain
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Silver Medal Presentation to Ireland

Bronze Medal Presentation to Scotland
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Individual FIAP Gold Medal to Gabriel O'Shaughnessy

Individual FIAP Silver Medal to Dave Tucker
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Individual FIAP Bronze Medal to Brendon Tumilty

Individual Award Winners
Left to right: Roy Thomas (PAGB President), Ross McKelvey, Dave Tucker,
Riccardo Busi (FIAP President), Gabriel O’Shaughnessy, Brendon Tumilty and
Dave Coates (FIAP Liaison Officer-PAGB)
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FEDERATION INTERNATIONALE DE L'ART PHOTOGRAPHIQUE
The International Federation of Photographic Art

The Clubs’ World Cup is organised annually by FIAP. This competition is open to all camera-clubs all over the
world. The 10th anniversary of the FIAP Clubs’ World Cup was organised in 2015.
Here are the clubs that received awards:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
10.

SMETHWICK PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY - Great Britain
WIGAN 10 FOTO CLUB - Great Britain
ROLLS ROYCE PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY - Great Britain
INN FOCUS GROUP - Great Britain
IRIS LEDE - Belgium
AMERAT TEAM - Oman
CHORLEY PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY - Great Britain
FOTOFERIA CLUB – Poland
INDIAN VISUAL ARTS FOUNDATION – India
LATTES PHOTO 34 – France
SILLE SANAT SARAYI – Turkey

197 clubs from all over the world participated in this competition. Each club with 20 images, two photos from each
author. The judging took place in Versailles, France and the award ceremony in Athens, Greece.
The Jury: Chris Discart, MFIAP EFIAP/g Belgium, Tapio Karjalainen, EFIAP Finland and Csaba Balasi, EFIAP/g
Romania. The total list of results and pictures you can see on http://www.fiap.net/worldcup

Individual gold medal
Mohammed Al Balushi
Amerat Team - Oman
«Face from Oman»

Individual silver medal
Seref Akcay
Yakin Plan - Turkey
«Berire»

Individual bronze medal
Adrian Lines
Chorley Photographic Society – Great Britain
«Relic»

Individual silver medal
Morgan O-Niell
Cork Camera Club - Ireland
«Kim»

Individual bronze medal
Joan Blease
Wigan 10 Foto Club – Great Britain
«Jess»

Individual bronze medal
Peter Siviter
Smethwick Photographic Society – Great Britain
«Argentine Tango»
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Adrian Lines

Joan Blease
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Mohammed Al Balushi

Morgan O-Niell
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Peter Siviter

Seref Akcay
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Federasi Perkumpulan Senifoto Indonesia (FPSI)
28th FIAP Projected Images Biennial 2015
Bandung – Indonesia

In the last decade, Indonesia, represented by Federasi Perkumpulan Senifoto Indonesia
(FPSI) has been entrusted to be the host for international photography competition FIAP
Biennial – Projected Images twice (in 2009 and 2015). This international photography event
is held by Federation Internationale De L’Art Photographique (FIAP), the biggest photography
organization in the world based in Luxembourg.
This biennial competition has been held in a number of countries since 60 years prior. The
judging of 28th FIAP Projected Images Biennial 2015 was held on 26th June 2015, at Hotel
California, Jl. Wastukencana no. 48, Bandung. Hundreds of photographs from 28 countries
(Asia Pacific, Europe, America, and Middle East) were judged by three international judges:
David Tay Poey Cher, MFIAP HonEFIAP from Singapore, Lam Kin Cheong, EFIAP/g ESFIAP
from Macao and Harto Solichin Margo, AFIAP HonEFIAP from Indonesia.
Each country was represented by twenty photographs with a theme curated by their
respective country. This year, 28 participant countries are competing for an incredibly
prestigious trophy — the FIAP Projected Images World Cup. This trophy will be awarded to
the country with the best collection of thematic photographs, and a number of medals were
reserved for best individual entries.
This year Indonesia adopted the theme "Rich Culture of Indonesia". Twenty of the best
photographers representing their photography club under FPSI such as PAF (Bandung), PSS
(Surabaya), HISFA (Yogyakarta), PFB (Bali), PFN (NTB), and PERFORMA (Makassar)
submitted beautiful photographs that portrayed the beauty and distinctiveness of Indonesia
diverse culture.
Harto Solichin Margo, AFIAP, HonEFIAP
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Judging the 28th FIAP Projected Images Biennial 2015

The Judges and the organizing committee
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Sandy Wijaya (Biennial Chairman), The Judges : Harto Solichin Margo (Indonesia),
David Tay Poey Cher (FIAP Directory Board) and Kin Cheong Lam (Macao)

Welcoming Dinner of the 28th FIAP Projected Images Biennial 2015
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28th FIAP Projected Images Biennial - Bandung - Indonesia, June 26 - 2015

JUDGES REPORT - AUTHORS
Awards
FIAP Gold Medal
FIAP Silver Medal
FIAP Silver Medal
FIAP Bronze Medal
FIAP Bronze Medal
FIAP Bronze Medal

Author
Rahmat Takbir
Cristina Garzone
Herman Morrison
Marita Lundsrud Berg
I Ketut Raka Bujangga
Helmut Ming

Title
The Master
Karo Village 3
Procession of Bisoq Meniq
Hjem til jul
Balinese Bull Race
Hirowatersplash

Country
Indonesia
Italy
Indonesia
Norway
Indonesia
Austria

Points
13
12
12
11
11
11

Bandung June 26, 2015
Jury :

David Tay Poey Cher, MFIAP, HonEFIAP
FIAP DB

Lam Kin Cheong, EFIAP/g, ESFIAP
Macao

Harto Solichin Margo, AFIAP,HonEFIAP
Indonesia

28th FIAP Projected Images Biennial - Bandung - Indonesia, June 26 - 2015

POINTS BY COUNTRIES
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

32

Awards
World Cup
Gold Medal
Silver Medal
Bronze Medal
Honorable Mention
Honorable Mention
Honorable Mention
Honorable Mention
Honorable Mention
Honorable Mention
Honorable Mention

Country
Indonesia
Italy
Germany
Austria
Vietnam
Belgium
Oman
Spain
New Zealand
Singapore
Macedonia
Bosnia and Herzegovina
Hongkong
Serbia
Ireland
Cyprus
Bulgaria
Netherlands
Bangladesh
Greece
Iraq
Norway
Slovenia
Sweden
Denmark
Luxembourg
Chile
Japan

Works
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

Works Points
171
169
169
166
154
166
151
154
141
144
136
146
140
139
135
130
142
126
127
119
115
113
127
110
111
115
100
92

Coherence Points
54
46
45
43
48
35
48
43
37
34
42
30
32
31
35
38
22
35
33
41
38
37
21
33
28
23
35
16

Total Points
225
215
214
209
202
201
199
197
178
178
178
176
172
170
170
168
164
161
160
160
153
150
148
143
139
138
135
108

Award-winning photos

Procession of Bisoq Meniq by Herman Morrison, Indonesia. Silver Medal

The Master by Rahmat Takbir, Indonesia. Gold Medal
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Hjem til jul by Marita Lundsrud Berg, Norway. Bronze Medal

Karo Village 3 by Cristina Garzone, Italy. Silver Medal
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Balinese Bull Race I by Ketut Raka Bujangga, Indonesia. Bronze Medal

Hirowatersplash by Helmut Ming, Austria. Bronze Medal
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1st International Exhibition for Female Photographers
(Holders of FIAP Distinctions)
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Sille Sanat Sarayı ILFIAP Club, Konya, Turkey
2015

"2nd ILFIAP Club Members Exhibition"
"9th International Competition of Konya Culture and Tourism Directorate"
(award ceremony)
After last year’s great success of the first exhibition with works by ILFIAP Club-members, this
year, Sille Sanat Sarayı (Sille Art Gallery) FIAP permanent Gallery in Konya / Turkey,
organized the second exhibition again in Konya at Mevlâna Culture Center during the
memorial ceremony of Rûmi between 7 – 17th December 2015. More than 100.000 people
visited this exhibition in 10 days!
Among the many dignitaries who attended the opening ceremony was the Governor of Konya,
Vice Governor of Konya, Big Major of Konya Municipality, Director of Konya Culture & Tourism
Department, Director of Police Department, President (rector) of Karaman University.
We hope to have more ILFIAP Clubs participating in 2016.
Reha Bilir, SSS/R, AFIAP, ESFIAP, AOB, Hon. FBSPA, Hon. SUPC
President
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Photo Meeting in Cuba 2015
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FEBRUARY 2016
Cyprus’ distinction in Cuba
The 3rd Photo Meeting of the International Federation of Photographic Art (FIAP) took place in
Cuba between 24 July 2015 and 2 August 2015. This meeting was attended by many
photographers from all over the world. Cyprus had the highest attendance rate, as it was
represented by 34 photographers, all of them members of the Cyprus Photographic Society.
The Photo Meeting organising committee planned a 9-day tour for all participants to enjoy
and photograph the unique characteristics of this exotic and socio-politically special island.
Cyprus Photographers returned home with thousands of photographs and presented a group
photo exhibition in Nicosia, last December.
However, what made Cyprus stand out in this Photo Meeting was not only the attendance
rate, but also the Cyprus participants’ artistic glimpse. During the competition ‘Graphic
Memory of Cuba’, that was open to all participants of this Photo Meeting, the Cypriot
photographer Nassim Eloud EFIAP won first price. A distinction that honors Nassim and the
Cyprus Photographic Society!

Nassim Eloud, EFIAP, receiving from Joan Burgues Martisella, FIAP’s
Vice-Chairman, the first prize in the competition ‘Graphic Memory of Cuba’
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Photo Exhibition – Cuba 2015
Nicosia: 16 – 18 December 2015
Organised by the Cyprus Photographic Society

President of CPS, Constantinos Charalambous, EFIAP and
H.E. The Ambassador of the Republic of Cuba, Mr Aramis Fuente
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“Dia Sotto le Stelle 2015” - 24rth edition – FIAP Auspices – October 16-17
Lido Andreella and his staff are successfully pursuing the tradition of this relevant event, near
to the goal of 25 anniversary . It is a milestone in the Italian photographer’s landscape and is
organized around the model of “showcase container” composed by superb photography
exhibitions, impressive audiovisuals projection on wide screens, famous authors’ interview
and workshops, technical stages and hand-son, free of use multiple photo shoots with
different scenarios , life spectacles played by gaudy artists.
This mix of well organized shows lasts two days, from Friday night to Saturday night, in a
storm of colors and no-stop flood of very enthusiastic and interested people coming from all
regions .
Also this year FIAP was well represented by Riccardo Busi that on both sessions introduced to
the public the role and the mission of FIAP.
The winning secret is not the single quality product (photo, AV, special guests or nice
models), but rather the blend of several components that are well working together for the
event success: each component leverages on a specific fan’s interest, offering a faceted
product that match different scopes: see excellent photography, deepen nature, explore
photographic techniques, test for free the full set of Canon EOS cameras and lens, to
perform a personal reportage on several sets available, to meet famous photographs and
made one-to-one communication with them. In one word, an event to arouse the public's
love for photography in all its forms. And the audience feels protagonist.
The FIAP Audiovisual Service provided a special audiovisual spot that highlights of FIAP
history and an impressive selection of award winning images on patronned salons with an
epic soundtrack; on top of this Lorenzo De Francesco, Director of AV FIAP Audiovisual
Service provided to the show a selection from AV FIAP Collection from Norway, England,
Canada and Italy .
Lorenzo De Francesco, Director of FIAP Audiovisual Service
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A message to FIAP Liaison Officers / ILFIAP & IRFIAP Clubs
Dear Photography Friends,

As already announced in INFO 016 / 2015E, FIAP created four Services, one being the
FIAP Media Relations Service, whose main objective is:
To disseminate news to the Media in various country-members, about the principal
FIAP events of major importance organised in your country with FIAP’s partnership
(patronage/ auspices) or organised by FIAP (Congresses, Photo-meetings,
Biennales).
In addition, this news will also appear in due course in a new section in FIAP’s
Website.
I would like to mention that very recently I had a call from the person who considers FIAP as
his second family, Riccardo Busi, who sounded very concerned because, although the Media
Service was established last May, only five Countries responded so far: Cyprus, Great Britain,
Oman, Indonesia and Turkey.
I would, therefore, be grateful if all FLOs provided me with the relevant news and also with
the names of the newspapers in their country and the name and e-mail of the Editor or the
Cultural Columnist of each local newspaper.
By providing FIAP Media Service with your news you promote your own Society/Federation
and also your own country!
With my best wishes,
Nicos

Nicos Karanikis, HonEFIAP
Director of FIAP Media Service
Email: knicos@cytanet.com.cy

FIAP Newsletter
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